
Creativity Experience with Nance Rosen, MBA 
In addition to our on-campus program, you receive pre- and post online support
Offered three times 2017-18 around the US.

STAGE ONE: Ready-Set-Go! 

Join Nance for 5 online modules that each include exercises to boost your creativity through 
including fun and inspiring prompts and quizzes. Here are the modules and assignments. Each 
module includes 2 hours of educational content and exercises for a total of 10 hours of pre-
event learning activities.  

Module One: Discovering the Power of Fun in Education 
- 5 Fearlessly Fun Ways to Improve Your Day

Module Two: Getting into a Creative Mindset 
- Creating the Daily Practice of Imagination

Module Three: Putting Creativity into Everyday Actions 
- Rethinking Old Patterns

Module Four: Becoming a Creative Role-Model 
- Communicating About Creativity

Module Five: Building a Creative Calendar 
- Using Social Media to Express Your Creativity



STAGE TWO: Live, Interactive Learning Games 

Join Nance and other experts to build confidence, imaginative thinking, creative collaboration 
and leadership skills in a live, highly interactive learning experience. Here are the modules and 
assignments. Each module includes up to 2 hours of educational content and exercises for a 
total of 16 hours of live event learning activities.  

Module One: Mindful Waking to Kick off the Perfect Day 
- Engage in mind and body stretching to increase your intellectual flexibility and

physical well-being

Module Two: Mastering Your Mornings 
- Experience the masterful morning ritual and routines that set the right tone for a

positive and powerful day

Module Three: Walking with Purpose 
- Enjoy a guided treasure hunt stroll to increase your powers of observation about the

amazing world around you

Module Four: Breaking the Breakfast Routine 
- Re-imagine the first meal of the day with fun, fanciful and fabulous thinking



- Co-create your team’s “putting things away” song to increase cooperation and
engagement while getting the support you need

Module Six: Let’s Get Physical 
- Participate in beach games to experience how simple-to-follow rules and guidance

teach cooperation in a fun, inspiring way

Module Seven: Cooperative Competition is the New Way 
- Engage in friendly competitive challenges that teach you to be your best while you

encourage those around you

Module Eight: Responsive Teaching Methods 
- Create a win-win attitude with easy-to-follow music games that you can take on the

road or make anytime a positive bonding experience

Module Nine: Supportive Resourceful Learning 
- Modify games and activities to support any level of developmental ability wherever

you go

Module Ten: Becoming a Creative Coach 
- Confidently communicate instructions and ideas to help others ignite their

imagination and life mastery

Module Five: Utilizing the Power of Song and Sound 



STAGE THREE: Assessing Your Creativity in the Real World 

Capitalize on your new skills, friendships and potential with your post-event follow-up. Here are 
the modules and assignments. Each module includes up to 2 hours of educational content and 
exercises for a total of 4 hours of post-event learning activities.  

Module One: Creatively Engaging with Your Host Family 
- Goals and assessments to use with your host family

Module Two: Social Media Strategies that Boost Your Reputation 
- Positively and powerfully communicate your creativity and confidence!




